In order to describe the strength characteristics of sands in true triaxial tests preferably, the dependent shape function of Mohr-Coulomb's strength criterion is modified based on true triaxial tests results. Then the true triaxial test results of Shanghai fine sands are simulated. The good predictions show that the strength criterion based upon true triaxial tests can describe the strength characteristics of sands in true 3D state more exactly.
INTRODUCTION
The shape function of generalized Mohr-Coulomb model is a hexagon with sharp points and its strength criterion can only accord with the test law under the condition of triaxial compression [1] [2] . Therefore, An elliptic shape function is adopted and the strength parameter is improved. The improved strength parameter can be obtained by true triaxial tests. The numerical simulation results show that the strength criterion based upon true triaxial tests can describe the strength characteristics of sands in true 3D state preferably.
THE 3D STRENGTH CRITERION OF SANDS
Generally, the strength criterion of soil under general stress state is
（2）
And the expression of the intermediate principal stress coefficient b is: 
represents the shape of the failure plane in the deviatoric plane. For the generalized MohrCoulomb criterion, ( ) g   can be given as:
（5）
The above shape function is a hexagon with sharp points，as shown in Fig.1 
As shown in Fig.1 , the shape function of William-Warnke is relatively smooth, so it can avoid the difficulties brought by sharp angles in the numerical calculation. In addition to the choice of shape function, the value of  is crucial. It is generally assumed that the strength parameters of triaxial compression and triaxial extension are equal, so  can be expressed as: In fact, the strength of triaxial extension tests is generally higher than that of triaxial compression tests [4] . In order to simulate the true triaxial tests more reasonably, the strength difference should be taken into account. Therefore, the ratio of peak stress ratio is taken as  in this paper, as: 
THE TRUE TRIXIAL TESTS OF SHANGHAI FINE SANDS
The true triaxial instrument used for the tests is the flexible triaxial instrument jointly developed by Tongji University and Shanghai thinker Intelligent Instrument Technology Co. Ltd. The soil samples used were taken from Shanghai shipbuilding based in Changxing Island, which are distributed in the Yangtze River estuary area and used widely as foundation filling material. The sand gradation range is 0.025~0.1 mm, the uniformity coefficient Cu = 0.15, the relative density of particles is 2.65, the maximum and minimum dry density were 1.57 g/cm3 and 1.25 g/cm3. In the tests, the soil samples were prepared into cubes with a dimension of 120 mm× 70mm×70 mm.
Test Program
The true triaxial tests were performed both under the condition of isotropic consolidated-drained and isotropic consolidated-undrained. Under the drained condition, the consolidation pressure p0 was 50,100,150 kPa respectively and under the undrained condition, the consolidation pressure p0 was 50 kPa. At the same time, the different intermediate principal stress coefficients b was taken respectively. And throughout the shearing process the intermediate principal stress coefficient b remained constant. The parameters of the tests are shown in Table I . 
Verification of True Triaxial Tests
In order to verify the rationality of the modified strength criterion, the true triaxial tests of Shanghai fine sands were numerically simulated and the results were compared with that simulated by generalized Mohr-Coulomb criterion. The strength parameters are shown in Table II. f M was obtained when b =0, β was obtained when b =1 and b=0. In Fig.2 and Fig.3 , the failure points of Shanghai fine sands under different intermediate principal stress were drawn on the same deviatoric plane. It can be seen from these figures that whether under drained condition or not, the results of generalized Mohr-Coulomb criterion would be consistent with the test results only in triaxial compression state(b=0). With increase of B, the simulated results would deviate from the test results, and the deviation would be most obvious when b=1. It is obvious that the generalized Mohr-Coulomb criterion would underestimate the strength of the soil when 0<b 1  . Compared with generalized Mohr-Coulomb criterion, the failure criterion adopted in this paper would be in good agreement with the test results when B takes all values.
Peak Internal Friction Angle
The peak internal friction angles of Shanghai fine sands under different intermediate principal stress coefficients are shown as Fig.4 and Fig.5 . It can be found that with the increase of b, the peak internal friction angle always increases firstly and then decreases. No matter what b is, the peak internal friction angle predicted by the generalized Mohr-Coulomb criterion is equal with that in triaxial compression state(b=0). It also shows that the generalized Mohr-Coulomb criterion would underestimate the strength of sands when 0 < b ≤1. However, the failure criterion used in this paper is more consistent. 
CONCLUSIONS
(1) The soil strength predicted by 3D Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion which based on conventional triaxial test parameters would deviate from the real strength obviously. However, the strength predicted by the strength criterion which based on true triaxial test results is more accurate. The results show that the study on strength of sands in 3D condition could not be based only on conventional triaxial test, but on more complex stress conditions;
(2)The strength criterion based on the same strength parameters under triaxial compression and triaxial tension can not reflect the true characteristics of sands in 3D stress space. The failure criterion modified by true triaxial test results is more consistent with the actual results.
